Cloud Opera

a piece for chamber ensemble

by

Jonas Juroström

Durata 12 min
Instrumentation

Flute
Clarinet in Bb
Violin
Cello
Vibraphone

Tenor Saxophone
Electric Guitar
Piano
Acoustic Bass
Drums
\begin{align*}
\text{Flute} & \quad \text{Clarinet in B} \\
\text{Violin} & \quad \text{Violoncello} \\
\text{Vibraphone} & \quad \text{Tenor Saxophone} \\
\text{Guitar} & \quad \text{Piano} \\
\text{Acoustic Bass} & \quad \text{Drums} \\
\end{align*}

$\approx=50$

\text{Brightly and Glittering}

\text{approx. rhythm}

\text{Epic feeling, cymbals}
molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.

molto accel.
Start gently and sparsely, develop slowly to light rain
Change gradually to arco sul punt.

Start gently and sparsely, develop slowly to light rain
Change gradually to arco sul punt.
CUE 2

Play by own selection
irregular to regular

2:1

arco sul punt.
irregular

2:1

2:3

Repeat box

More and more solistic

Cont. simile
Airy and mysterious

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile, slow fade out

Cont. simile

Build groove step by step, start w. hands

Cont. simile

Ord.
Gradually break free from bass line

Gradually break free from bass line

Gradually break free from groove
Even eights, legato

mf

mf

mf

mf
RAIN turns into stormy waves

Solo ends w. a big long cresc.
Majestically

Epic feeling, earthlike w. celestial shimmer